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Measurement of the polarization profile across a surface-stabilized
ferroelectric liquid crystal cell using the pyroelectric
laser-intensity-modulation method
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Department of Electronic and Electrical Engineering, Trinity College, University of Dublin,
Dublin 2, Ireland and Institute of Crystallography, Russian Academy of Sciences, 117333 Moscow,
Leninsky prosp. 59, Russia
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~Received 28 May 2002; accepted 25 September 2002!

The pyroelectric technique, called the laser-intensity-modulation method, was used for
investigations of the spatial distribution of the pyroelectric coefficient that gives information about
the director profile in ferroelectric liquid crystal~FLC! cells. The pyroelectric current from a cell,
illuminated by the intensity-modulated laser beam, was measured as a function of the modulation
frequency. The Tikhonov regularization procedure was used for the deconvolution of the
pyroelectric current spectrum into the spatial profile of the pyroelectric coefficient. It was found that
in the surface-stabilized ferroelectric liquid crystal~SSFLC! structure with a splayed director profile,
the flexoelectric contribution to the local polarization has comparable magnitude with the
spontaneous one. The effective flexoelectric coefficient of the investigated FLC material and the
flexoelectric polarization of the SSFLC structure were determined. ©2003 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1522746#
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I. INTRODUCTION

There are two experimental methods that are most
quently used for measuring the spontaneous polarizatio
ferroelectric liquid crystal~FLC! materials. These are th
reversal polarization current method using triangular1 or
rectangular2 voltage wave form, and the pyroelectr
method,3,4 that include the continuous modulation5 and the
impulse6 techniques. These methods involve the applicat
of a large voltage across the sample just sufficient to unw
a helical structure of the chiral smectic C(SmC* ) phase and
thus to create a uniform alignment of the spontaneous po
ization in all of the smectic layers. In this uniform state the
is no flexoelectric contribution7 to the local polarization of a
chiral system in a ferroelectric SmC* phase that is measured
Hence, the earlier mentioned techniques measure only a
of the averaged local polarization inherent in the Sm*
phase. The laser-intensity-modulation method~LIMM ! pyro-
electric technique, in spite of the complexity of its deconv
lution methods, allows us at least in principle to investig
not only the spontaneous and the flexoelectric contributi
to the total polarization of the ferroelectric SmC* phase but
also their spatial profiles of the different structures.

In this article, the LIMM pyroelectric technique, deve
oped by Lang and Das-Gupta,8 was used for studying the
spatial distribution of the local polarization and the molec
lar alignment in the ferroelectric SmC* phase. Recently this
pyroelectric method was applied for studying the ferroel
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tric liquid-crystalline elastomers.9 The principle of the
LIMM is as follows.8–11 An intensity-modulated laser beam
irradiates an opaque electrode of a sample. Absorption of
laser light in the electrode produces thermal waves that
tend into the sample which cause the pyroelectric respo
this is a convolution of the pyroelectric coefficient distrib
tion and the temperature profile across the sample. The
etration depth of the thermal waves depends on the mod
tion frequency and decreases with increase in the freque
Higher is the modulation frequency, nearer to the hea
electrode region of the sample is the pyroelectric respon
Then, the measured pyroelectric current spectrum is
convoluted to a spatial distribution of the pyroelectric co
ficient. In mathematical sense, this task is the solution of
Fredholm’s integral equation of the first kind, which belon
to the ill-posed problems. Deconvolution is carried out
using the Tikhonov regularization procedure,12 which has
only recently been applied to the LIMM method.13

II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES

The material used in our experiments was ferroelec
pitch-compensated mixture SCE13~BDH!. According to the
specifications given by BDH~now E. Merck! this FLC mix-
ture has the following phase transition sequence: isotro
(100.8 °C) N* , (86.3 °C) SmA* , and (60.8 °C) SmC* . The
latter phase exists down to the room temperature.

A cell, used for the pyroelectric measurements, consis
of two glass plates with indium tin oxide~ITO! layers as
electrodes and the Mylar thin-film stripes of 15mm thickness
as spacers~Fig. 1!. One of the ITO layers was coated wit
il:
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
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50-nm-thick aluminum film using vacuum evaporation. A s
of rectangular electrodes of dimensions 4320 mm2 was ar-
ranged cross-like in the cell. Hence, the working area
electrodes was 434 mm2. For homogeneous alignment o
the liquid crystalline sample, the conducting surfaces of
glass plates were spin coated with polyimide film~RN-1266,
Nissan Chemical Industry!, these were cured for a duratio
of 1 h at atemperature of 250 °C and then both rubbed
one direction. The cell was heated and filled with the F
mixture in the isotropic phase and cooled slowly to the fer
electric SmC* phase.

Figure 1 shows a schematic diagram of the pyroelec
cell used in the pyroelectric measurements. The pyroelec
current is fed to the lock-in-amplifier as before.14 The sample
is heated with an amplitude modulated light beam genera
by a semiconductor diode laser module. The amplitu
modulated light beam modulated a frequency off is absorbed
by the opaque electrode~aluminum and ITO films! on the
upper side of the lower glass plate and causes an oscilla
in temperature of the electrode and its surroundings, i.e.,
uid crystal and glass plates. The oscillating temperature
duces alternating pyroelectric current in a sample. A dio
laser module with the wavelength of 685 nm and the

FIG. 1. Schematic of the liquid crystal cell and the experimental se
1—ITO, 2—Mylar film, 3—ITO1Al film. The pyroelectric current is mea
sured by a lock-in amplifier SR830~Stanford Research Systems! with its
internal current-to-voltage converter.
he

e
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output power of 19.5 mW was used as a modulated li
source. The current through the laser diode module is re
lated by TTL logic, consequently the intensity of its ligh
beam follows approximately to that of a rectangular wa
form. Lock-in amplifier with internal current-to-voltage con
verter measures the rms magnitudes of the real and
imaginary components of the pyroelectric current at the fi
harmonic of the modulation signal.

III. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

A. Model of temperature distribution within the
sample

The coordinate system is defined such that the axisx is
along the cell thickness,z axis is along the smectic laye
normal, they axis is along the glass plate;x, y is the smectic
layer plane andy, z is the plane of the glass plate. This wi
be shown on the diagram later. The heating by laser of
opaque electrode (x50) produces a heat fluxq ~in W/cm2)
given at the first harmonic of the modulating TTL voltage
the expression q(0, t)5q0@11cos(vt)#, where q0

54I 0h/p, I 0 ( in W/cm2) is the cw intensity of laser beam
v is the radial frequency, andh is the coefficient of the
absorption of light in the electrode. The heat flux consists
a constant term plus a periodic one. Since the diameter o
laser beam is assumed to be much greater than the sa
thickness, the one-dimensional heat-conduction equatio
applicable to the problem under discussion. Temperature
crementdT, produced by the laser heating can be expres
as the sum of a termTc due to the constant component of th
heat flux and a termTm caused by the modulated compone
of the heat flux. It is known8 thatTc distribution decays to a
steady spatial distribution with exponential time depende
for a time of approximately 1 ms and therefore cannot c
tribute to the sinusoidal response measured in our exp
ment.

We have examined an applicability of several therm
models to our case, some of these are described in
literature,8,9,11and these were applied to the geometry of t
liquid crystal cell. It was found, however, that the mod
given by Leisteret al.9 gives the most reliable results for th
deconvolution of the experimental data using the regular
tion procedure

.

Tm~x,t !5q0

kscosh~s~d2x!!1Hdsinh@s~d2x!#

@~ks!21H0Hd#sinh~sd!1ks~H01Hd!cosh~sd!
eivt, ~1!

s5~11 i !Av/2D.
r
ple
HereTm(x) is the profile of the modulated temperature in t
sample andd is the thickness of the liquid crystal sample.D
andk are the thermal diffusivity and the conductivity of th
liquid crystal. The thermal diffusivityD5k/cr is expressed
through thermal conductivityk, specific heat per massc, and
density r of a material.H0 and Hd are the heat transfe
coefficients on the front and the rear boundary of the sam
and i is the imaginary operator.
 license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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B. Pyroelectric current

The pyroelectric current is given by the expression8,10

Jm~ t !5Jm0~ f !eivt5
A

dE0

d

p~x!
]Tm~x,t !

]t
dx, ~2!

whereA is the electrode area andp(x) is a spatially depen-
dent pyroelectric coefficient. This coefficient describes
rate of changeDQ/DT of the surface chargeDQ produced
by a temperature changeDT. The various terms that contrib
ute to the pyroelectric coefficient are given by15

p~x!5aPP~x!2~ax2a«!«0«E~x!, ~3!

where «0 is the permittivity of vacuum,« is the relative
permittivity of the investigated material, andE(x) is the
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electric field. The coefficientsaP , ax , and a« denote the
relative temperature dependencies of the polarization,
thermal expansion, and the permittivity of the sample,
spectively. A spatial dependence of the pyroelectric coe
cient may be caused by a spatial dependence of the spo
neous polarization or by free charges, intrinsic or injec
from the electrodes.8 Only in the case when the polarizatio
charge divP is locally compensated by a free charge dens
r(x), i.e., divP5r, Eq. ~3! reduces16 to the well-known ex-
pressionp(x)5aPP(x)5]P/]T. We believe that in most
liquid-crystalline materials having a free charge concen
tion of ;1015cm23, this is indeed the case, at least in t
absence of an external electric field.

Inserting the temperature distribution from Eq.~1! into
Eq. ~2! we obtain
Jm0~ f !5
ivAq0

d E
0

d

p~x!
kscosh~s~d2x!!1Hdsinh~s~d2x!!

@~ks!21H0Hd#sinh~sd!1ks~H01Hd!cosh~sd!
dx, ~4!
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whereJm0( f ) is frequency dependent complex amplitude
the pyroelectric current.

C. Regularization technique

In a LIMM experiment, the pyroelectric currentJm0( f )
is measured as a function of the modulation frequencyf. The
goal of these measurements is to retrieve the pyroele
coefficientp(x) contained in the integral on the right-han
side of Eq.~4!, which is a Fredholm integral equation of th
first kind. The deconvolution of this type of equation is ge
erally viewed as an ill-posed mathematical problem. One
the best methods, providing stable and reliable solution
this type of problem, is the Tikhonov regularizatio
method.12 It implies that to find the real pyroelectric coeffi
cient distributionp(x) we should optimize the following ex
pression:

C~a!5 (
n51

Nf

@J~ f n!2Jm0~ f n, pa!#21aiLpai , ~5!

whereJ( f n) are the experimental data,Jm0( f n, pa) are the
data calculated using Eq.~4!. These are the calculated ma
nitudes of the pyroelectric current at frequenciesf n and for
pyroelectric distributionpa(x). a and L are the regulariza-
tion parameter and the operator, respectively.pa(x) is an
approximation of the real distributionp(x) for a regulariza-
tion parametera andNf is a number of experimental point
~which are the number of frequencies!. We used the first
derivative of the functionpa(x) in the regularization term
Lpa(x) for getting of smooth spatial distribution. The nor
iLpai defined in the earlier equation is given as

iLpai5E
0

dS dpa

dx D 2

dx. ~6!
f

ic

-
f
f

The first term in Eq.~5! minimizes the deviations betwee
the experimental data and those predicted theoretic
whereas the second term affects the smoothness of the c
that approximatesp(x). The choice of the regularization pa
rametera is very important for the quality and the reliabilit
of the pa(x) fit. Several principal methods are involved
the choice of the regularization parameter.12,17 The principle
of the Honerkamp–Weese self-consistency method17 is based
on the assumption that the optimal regularization param
n gives the minimum value of the normD(a)5ipn2pai .
We use a simpler method based on their basic concept
state that the regularization parameter is optimal if it giv
the minimum normidpa /dai .

To find the applicability of this method to our problem
we have selected one of the typical distributions occurring
chiral ferroelectric liquid crystalsp(x)5p0cos(w01px/d),
where p051 nC/cm2 K and w052100°. Using this pyro-
electric distribution and Eq.~4! the simulated current–
frequency spectra were calculated. These are shown in
2~a!. Then polarization distribution was calculated from t
real JRe and the imaginaryJIm parts of the pyroelectric cur
rent using the regularization method described earlier@Eqs.
~5! and~6!#. The initial distribution of the pyroelectric coef
ficient ~solid line! and the pyroelectric coefficient profile
calculated using the regularization procedure, are show
Fig. 2~b!. We note that the results so obtained fit the init
distribution rather well except in small regions close to t
front and the rear surfaces of a cell. These prove the vali
and the reliability of our numerical procedure and more s
cifically provide the correctness of the regularization para
eter choice method used here.

D. Local polarization in FLC material

Molecules in a smectic layer of a FLC material are tilt
with respect to the layer normal@Fig. 3~a!#. The coordinate
 license or copyright; see http://jap.aip.org/jap/copyright.jsp
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system of the axes is also shown in this figure. The vecton
denoting the director indicates the tilt direction and is d
scribed by the polar tilt angleu and the azimuthal anglew.
Local polarization in FLC materials in the absence of ext
nal electric field consists of two parts. The first part is t
spontaneous polarizationPS whose magnitude is couple
with the tilt angleu. The direction of the vectorPS is always
perpendicular to the tilt plane and is given by the express
PS5P0(z•n)@z3n#, wherez is the layer normal andP0 is a
material parameter.18 If vectors PS , z and n make a right-
handed system then the FLC material is defined to have p
tive PS and the parameterP0.0. The second part of the loca
polarization is the flexoelectric polarizationPF , which may
approximately be of the same order of magnitude asPS . The
flexoelectric polarization appears in liquid crystals for t

FIG. 2. ~a! The frequency spectra of the realJm0Re and the imaginaryJm0Im

parts of the pyroelectric current calculated for the pyroelectric coeffic
distribution of p(x)5p0cos(w01px/d), where p051 nC/cm2 K and w05
2100°. The parameters used for the calculation were:I 052800 W/m2, h
50.43, sample thickness d515mm, thermal conductivity k
50.12 W/m K, and diffusivityD55.331028 m2/s of a liquid crystal~see
Ref. 21! and the heat transfer coefficients areH051.1 W/m2 K and Hd

51.0 W/m2 K. ~b! The pyroelectric profiles obtained from the real~solid
circles! and the imaginary~open circles! parts of the simulated pyroelectri
current spectrum by using the regularization procedure and the initial p
electric coefficient distribution~solid line!.
Downloaded 18 Feb 2010 to 134.226.1.229. Redistribution subject to AIP
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cases when the field of the directorn(x,y,z) is not uniform19

and is given by the expressionPF5esn(¹•n)1ebn¢3@¹
3n¢#, wherees and eb are the flexoelectric coefficients fo
the splay and the bend deformations, respectively.

It is well known that surface interactions in thin-laye
FLC cells unwind the helical structure of the SmC* phase20

and produce the so called surface-stabilized ferroelectric
uid crystal ~SSFLC! structures. In very thin samples, th
SSFLC structure is characterized by the uniform director d
tribution and a uniform spontaneous polarization profile.
more thick samples the nonuniform or the so-called ‘‘splay
structures’’ are more stable. In a splayed structure, the
muthal angle of the spontaneous polarizationc changes
across the sample from its value at the bottomc0 to the top
boundariescd @Fig. 3~b!# of the cell. The azimuthal angles o
the polarization and the director are connected to each o
through the equationc5w6p/2 @Fig. 3~a!#, where the signs
‘‘ 1 and -’’ correspond to the FLCs with positive and neg
tive spontaneous polarizations.

The pitch-compensated FLC mixture investigated in o
work produces the splayed SSFLC structure in the sampl
15 mm thickness. In the geometry of our experiment~Figs. 1

t

o-

FIG. 3. ~a! Definitions of the azimuthalw and the tilt u angles. These
describe the orientation of the directorn and the spontaneous polarizatio
vectorPs in the smectic layer. Axes are defined,x2y plane is parallel to the
smectic layers,z is along the layer normal.~b! The spontaneous polarizatio
distribution in a splayed SSFLC structure in the smectic layerx2y. The
azimuthal angles of the polarization at the bottom (x50) and at the top
(x5d) boundaries arec0 andcd5c01180°, respectively. The layer nor
mal, i.e.,z direction, is perpendicular to the plane of the paper.
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and 3! the components of the spontaneous polarizationPSx

and the flexoelectric polarizationPFx along thex axis are
given as PSx52(P0/2)sin 2u sinw and PFx51/2(eb

2es)sin2 u sin 2w(dw/dx). Therefore, the projection of the to
tal local polarization on thex axis is expressed as

Px~x!52
P0

2
sin 2u sinw~x!

1S eb2es

2 D sin2 u sin 2w~x!
dw~x!

dx
. ~7!

In principle, in this expression there are three tempera
dependent parameters. These are the two flexoelectric c
ficientses andeb , and the tilt angleu. The latter has a strong
temperature dependence, which is given approximately
(TAC2T)b. HereTAC is a temperature of the phase tran
tion from the paraelectric SmA* to the ferroelectric SmC*
phase and the exponentb usually varies from 0.3 to 0.5. Du
to the absence of the information regarding the tempera
dependence of the flexoelectric coefficients in SmC* phase,
we will consider these to be independent of temperature
what follows. In this case, the pyroelectric coefficientp(x)
obtained from the Eq.~7! can be expressed as

p~x!5
du

dT F2P0cos 2u sinw~x!

1S eb2es

2 D sin 2u sin 2w~x!
dw~x!

dx G . ~8!

This equation will be used for fitting the experimentally o
tained distribution of the pyroelectric coefficient across
sample.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Experimental measurements were carried out in
SmC* phase of a FLC mixture SCE13 at room temperat
~24 °C!. Pyroelectric current has been measured in the
quency range from 1 Hz to 5 kHz at ten points per decad
the frequency spectrum. Figure 4~a! shows the frequency
spectra for the realJRe and the imaginaryJIm parts of the
pyroelectric current. The real part of the pyroelectric sp
trum shows a maximum at a frequency of;200 Hz and then
drops down to a lower value. This result allows one to st
qualitatively that the pyroelectric coefficient near the fro
surface of the cell is lower than in the middle of the cell a
consequently the polarization profile of the investiga
SSFLC structure is not uniform. The profiles of the pyroele
tric coefficientp(x) calculated from the real and the imag
nary parts of the pyroelectric current using the regularizat
procedure are given in Fig. 4~b!. The spectra of the pyroelec
tric currentJm0 recalculated for these profiles using Eq.~4!
are presented in Fig. 4~a! by the solid lines. The norm of the
deviation between the measured and the calculated spec
is about 2.5% for the real and the imaginary parts of
current. Thesep(x) profiles monotonously decrease wh
reaching the two boundaries. Near the front boundary
profiles obtained for real and imaginary components of
pyroelectric current have a maximal deviation.
Downloaded 18 Feb 2010 to 134.226.1.229. Redistribution subject to AIP
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A priori it is apparent from the obtained results that t
director distribution in the SSFLC sample is not uniform. F
the uniform director distribution, the pyroelectric profi
would have been found to be flat across the cell thickn
with a nonzero amplitude. Therefore, the director has diff
ent orientations at the boundaries of the FLC cell, these
characterized by the azimuthal anglesw0 andwd on the front
and the rear boundaries of the cell, respectively. In the
sence of the external electric field the transition from t
orientation at the front boundary to the rear goes throug
uniform rotation in the azimuthal angle, with a constant ra
of dw/dx5(wd2w0)/d. In the case of the symmetrica
boundary conditionswd2w056180°. Further we will con-
sider this case. To find out the details of the director dis
bution and the contribution ratio of the spontaneous and
flexoelectric polarization to the total polarization in the i
vestigated SSFLC sample, we fitted the experimental d
using Eq.~8!. The fitting function was taken in the form o
p(x)5Bssinw(x)1Bfsin 2w(x) with w(x)5w01x•p/d. The

FIG. 4. ~a! The realJRe and the imaginaryJIm parts of the pyroelectric
current spectra measured for a SSFLC sample and those (Jm0ReandJm0Im)
recalculated by using Eq.~4! for the determined pyroelectric coefficien
profiles. ~b! The pyroelectric coefficient distributions calculated from th
real~solid circles! and the imaginary~open squares! parts of the pyroelectric
current spectra using the regularization procedure and the best-fit c
obtained with the aid of Eq.~8!.
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fitting parameters wereBs , Bf , w0 . The parametersBs , Bf

describe the contributions of the spontaneous and the fl
electric polarizations, respectively, whereasw0 is the azi-
muthal angle of the director on the front boundary of the c
The best-fit parameters are found to beBs

50.103 nC/cm2 K, Bf520.048 nC/cm2 K, and w05
213.5°. The corresponding curve is presented in Fig. 4~b!
by a solid line. These results show that the contribution
the flexoelectric polarization to the total pyroelectric coe
cient is approximately two times lower than that for t
spontaneous one.

From the data sheet of the SCE13 mixture given by
manufacturer, the value of the tilt angle and its temperat
derivative du/dT were estimated to be equal to 21.6° a
20.0018 rad/K, respectively. Using these parameters and
best-fit values of the parametersBs andBf , the coefficient of
the spontaneous polarizationP0581 nC/cm2 and the effec-
tive flexoelectric coefficient (eb2es)520.038 nC/cm53.8
310211C/cm were calculated. The modulus of the spon
neous polarizationPs5(P0/2)sin 2u calculated with the ob-
tained parameterP0 is found to be 27.5 nC/cm2, which
agrees perfectly with the value specified by the manufact
for the SCE13 mixture (27.8 nC/cm2 at 20 °C!. The magni-
tude of the flexoelectric polarization PF51/2(eb

2es)sin2 u(dw/dx) is 5.3 nC/cm2, which approximately is
20% of the spontaneous polarization. In very thin samp
(1.5 mm) that are used for the electro-optical studies,
example in the investigations of the cells that exhibitV-
shaped switching, this contribution should be about ten tim
higher due to a large value ofdw/dx.

In conclusion, the LIMM pyroelectric technique wit
Tikhinov regularization procedure was used for the deter
nation of the spatial distribution of the director in the SSFL
cell. It was found that the flexoelectric polarization makes
important contribution to the local polarization and cannot
Downloaded 18 Feb 2010 to 134.226.1.229. Redistribution subject to AIP
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neglected. The magnitude of the flexoelectric polarizat
was determined for the investigated FLC material, and w
found to be about 20% of the spontaneous polarization.
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